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Easy & Fun Paper-Folding Projects:
Origami Zoo Animals
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Rating
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Level
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Young Adult

Origami Zoo Animals contains a variety of helpful diagrams and pictures that walk the reader through the creation of each paper animal
step by step. Ranging from the ‘friendly fox’ to the ‘silly seal’, there are
six zoo animals to create in all. Projects are designed with the beginner in mind, but all origami lovers will find this book helpful and fun
as they continue their paper-folding talents. The contents of the book
include basic folds, origami symbols, bases, tips and tricks, and a
glossary to support the reader in their quest of creating these adorable
paper zoo animals.
Author Anna George does a wonderful job of making origami
kid-friendly. It is easy to follow along with her step-by-step instructions. Each of the six included projects contains detailed pictures and
simple wording, providing a positive experience for the creator every
time. While this book only has six animals to create, Origami Zoo Animals is only one of the several books in the author’s series Easy & Fun
Paper-Folding Projects. After mastering the creations in this book, you
can’t help but want to check out the rest!
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